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Dear colleague:
We want to contribute to your organization's success. CARF can help your organization meet the many challenges it faces in
achieving quality outcomes for persons served while maintaining a healthy bottom line and ensuring long-term
organizational survival. I would like to share with you the many benefits of accreditation -- some of which you may know
about and others that set CARF apart.
Well-known CARF accreditation benefits
y

Business improvement – 98 percent of CARF's customers report accreditation helps improve their business.

y

Risk management – Conformance to CARF standards helps organizations manage risk.

y

Funding access – Accreditation can help secure reimbursement from regulators, funders, and payors and greater
access to capital from lenders.

y

Positive visibility – Accreditation is a public seal of trust and commitment to quality.

y

Accountability – Accreditation helps demonstrate transparency and accountability to stakeholders.

y

Peer network – CARF provides a link to a network of other leaders and service providers in your industry who
face the same challenges. Many of these individuals present at CARF educational venues and contribute articles
to the CARF Connection, a free bimonthly newsletter (www.carf.org/subscribe), addressing many of the
challenges and offering possible solutions.

Additional offerings that distinguish CARF from all other accreditors and demonstrate the extended value of
CARF and accreditation
y

Potential insurance premium savings – Insurers consider CARF-accredited organizations a lower risk. To my
knowledge, CARF is the only accreditor publicly recognized by insurers across all areas of accreditation. Because
of this recognition, CARF-accredited organizations may receive a significant insurance premium discount.

y

E-learning for persons with disabilities and human service professionals – Through an arrangement with
EditU and SkillSoft, CARF-accredited organizations can access Education for People With Disabilities in
Information Technologies University, online state-of-the-art materials and curricula that help people with
disabilities and professionals who serve them bridge the digital divide and enhance their computer skills.

y

Consumer reporting system – CARF developed uSPEQ™ to anonymously and confidentially gather consumer
feedback on organizations' services and help improve organizational quality. This turnkey, cost-effective solution
frees organizations from the burden of development, maintenance, and support and provides "independent"
reporting from a credible third-party vendor.

For more information about these benefits of CARF accreditation, please call us toll free (888.281.6531) or visit our
website (www.carf.org).
Thank you for your commitment to quality services.
Regards,

Brian J. Boon, Ph.D.
President/CEO
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Value of CARF and CARF-CCAC Accreditation
Today, accreditation is more important than ever for human service programs.
In a market where persons served can make choices, how do you know they will choose you? More and more,
persons served look for accredited organizations as a sign of quality before choosing a service. Accreditation
assures persons served that an organization is committed to encouraging feedback, continuously improving
services, and serving the community.
For a provider, accreditation demonstrates its commitment to enhance performance, manage risk, and
distinguish itself from competing organizations.
When you decide to become accredited, choosing the right accrediting body is essential.
You need an accrediting body that is the best fit for your unique blend of services. You need an accrediting
body that is internationally recognized for its independent, external peer review in the human service field. You
need an accrediting body that will not only accredit your services, but will also add real value to your
organization. You need CARF.
CARF has been a leading, independent, nonprofit accrediting body of human services since 1966. With
guidance from the field, including providers, funders, and, most important, the persons served and their
families, we develop standards that are focused on outcomes and the satisfaction of the persons served. And,
with no hidden charges or surprise interpretations of standards, our accreditation process is transparent.
Perhaps you are wondering, “Is CARF accreditation worth the effort?” The answer is Yes!
True, it is not as simple as paying fees and receiving a certificate. A rigorous set of internationally recognized
organization and program standards are applied during an on-site survey. We are not, however, a policing
commission. We work with you to help you meet the standards. The survey is distinguished by our hallmark
approach that is consultative peer review rather than inspective. Accountability and quality are the objectives,
yet our approach allows your organization to incorporate the standards into practices to reflect your unique
mission, vision, and identity as a human service provider.
CARF accreditation is more than a certificate on the wall. It is evidence that your organization strives to
improve efficiency, fiscal health, and service delivery — creating a foundation for continuous quality
improvement and consumer satisfaction. Insurers, third-party payers, and governmental regulators are likely to
see CARF-accredited services as a better risk. Ultimately, our greatest value is assuring the persons you serve,
and their families, that your services are focused on their unique needs. Maybe that is why over 6 million
persons are currently served by CARF-accredited programs.
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Benefits of CARF and CARF-CCAC Accreditation
CARF accreditation affords many benefits to an organization, persons served, and other stakeholders, such as
purchasers of services, including:
—

Identification as an organization meeting internationally developed standards in the provision of quality
services.

—

Confidence on the part of persons seeking services for themselves or family members.

—

Confidence on the part of funding sources, referral agencies, other providers, businesses, community
leaders, and community resource and service organizations.

—

Guidance in the form of the CARF standards for providing high quality services, implementing
strategies for performance improvement, and developing specific policies and procedures in all areas
from the organizational structure to daily routines.

—

Independent, external review to identify strengths and areas for improvement based on objective
program expectations and guidelines that are common to all CARF-accredited organizations.

—

On-site education and consultation to help refocus business on the persons served and integrate business
functions with service delivery.

—

An internal management tool promoting active, dynamic planning focused on positive outcomes for
persons served and other stakeholders, the impact of strategies on these key groups, and organizational
development of existing or new services to meet the needs and expectations of the community served.

—

Increased funding and reimbursement opportunities created by stronger relationships and partnerships
with purchasers and regulatory bodies. Relationships are developed through the process of gaining input
on program standards.

—

Ideas for management in designing and implementing organizational and financial systems that are well
organized, cost-efficient, effective, and based on the outcomes and satisfaction of the persons served and
other stakeholders.

—

Involvement of the persons served as active participants in planning, selecting, evaluating, and
improving the services provided.

—

Continued support from CARF through consultation, publications, conferences, special training
sessions, and newsletters.

—

Participation in insurance programs that offer discounted premiums to eligible providers.
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—

Practices that demonstrate:
- Accountability
- Positive outcomes
- An interdisciplinary approach to service delivery
- Teamwork within the organization
- Ongoing professional growth of personnel
- Networking with other providers and resources
- Comprehensive financial management
- An overall focus on service to the person served
Evidence of practice can be used in:
- Marketing services to persons served and referral sources
- Seeking grants
- Conducting fundraising events
- Advocacy activities
- Public education

—

Access to free courses for persons served and personnel through EditU, a consortium of public and
private partners, including IBM®; SkillSoft®; the Association of Rehabilitation Programs in Computer
Technology (ARPCT); the National Science Foundation; the Educational Leadership, Research, and
Technology Department at Western Michigan University; and CARF.

- From the CARF Accreditation Sourcebook © 2008
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Benefits of CARF and CARF-CCAC Accreditation
CARF International accreditation affords many benefits to an organization, persons served, and other stakeholders such as purchasers of services,
including:

The Benefits of CARF Accreditation:
Identification as an organization meeting internationally developed standards in the
provision of quality services.
Confidence on the part of persons seeking such services for themselves or family
members.
Confidence on the part of funding sources, referral agencies, other providers,
businesses, community leaders, and community resource and service organizations.
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Guidance in the form of the CARF International standards for providing high quality
services, implementing strategies for performance improvement, and developing
specific policies and procedures in all areas, from the organizational structure to daily
routines.
Independent, external review to identify strengths and areas for improvement based on
objective program expectations and guidelines that are common to all CARFaccredited organizations.
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On-site education and consultation to help refocus business on the persons served
and integrate business functions with service delivery.
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An internal management tool promoting active, dynamic planning focused on positive
outcomes for persons served and other stakeholders, the impact of strategies on these
key groups, and organizational development of existing or new services to meet the
needs and expectations of the community served.
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Increased funding and reimbursement opportunities created by stronger relationships
and partnerships with purchasers and regulatory bodies. Relationships are developed
through the process of gaining input on program standards.
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Participation in insurance programs that offer discounted premiums to eligible
providers.
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The Benefits of CARF Accreditation:

Consumer

Practices that demonstrate:
- Accountability
- Positive outcomes
- An interdisciplinary approach to service delivery
- Teamwork within the organization
- Ongoing professional growth of personnel
- Networking with other providers and resources
- Comprehensive financial management
- An overall focus on service to the person served
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Evidence of practice can be used in:
- Marketing services to consumers and referral sources
- Seeking grants
- Conducting fundraising events
- Advocacy activities
- Public education
Ideas for management in designing and implementing organizational and financial
systems that are well organized, cost-efficient, effective, and based on outcomes and
satisfaction of the persons served and other stakeholders.
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Enhanced risk management, which may lead to reduced exposure and insurance
premiums.
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Access to free courses for persons served and personnel through EditU, a consortium
of public and private partners, including IBM®; SkillSoft®; the Association
of Rehabilitation Programs in Computer Technology ARPCT); the National Science
Foundation; the Educational Leadership, Research and Technology Department at
Western Michigan University; and CARF.
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Realizing a Return on Investment in Accreditation
Many provider organizations consider accreditation as a business strategy to support performance improvement.
Anecdotally, they report many benefits of integrating CARF's field-driven standards into the culture of their
organizations to continuously improve the quality of their services. Often named benefits of the organization's
investment in accreditation include:
•

peer review and consultation conducted by an independent, third-party accreditor;

•

self-evaluation that discloses policies and procedures in need of improvement;

•

increased satisfaction in the organization expressed by the persons served, leadership, and staff; and

•

improved employee team communication and interaction.

Although these benefits are important to organizations, at times they are seen as not quantifiable and, thus, not a
sufficient impetus to pursue accreditation. However, one company tracked its return on investment (ROI) in
accreditation and discovered measurable and positive results of the accreditation experience.

One company's experience
The Senior Resource Group (SRG) is a network of accredited assisted living residences with 1,000 employees
on 13 campuses throughout Oregon, California, and Arizona. The company serves 2,800 residents living in
2,000 units and offers a continuum of support to accommodate its residents' evolving needs -- from independent
and assisted living services to secured Alzheimer's/dementia care.
CARF and CARF-CCAC asked SRG to measure its performance in key operational areas before pursuing
accreditation and to measure them again after its campuses became accredited, taking into consideration any
unusual or mitigating circumstances that could skew the data. Since SRG already had measurement systems and
internal audit processes to provide reliable information to management, the company was able to easily make
clear comparisons of its performance before and after accreditation.
SRG measured key indicators in the operational areas of personnel, marketing to potential residents,
satisfaction, health and safety, facility and operational audits, insurance, financial performance, and information
systems. The company reported that all of these areas realized positive impacts as a result of the accreditation
experience. (See accompanying ROI for SRG highlights)
Kayda Johnson, Chief Operating Officer of SRG, stated, "I think we were already performing at a high level,
and we still saw improvement as a result of the survey process. I would think the ROI in accreditation might
even be greater in other organizations."
Organizations that wish to measure their ROI in accreditation should review what areas they currently measure,
such as personnel turnover, workers' compensation claims, customer and staff satisfaction, and various
operational costs, so that they have a basis for comparing data pre- and post-accreditation. Without reliable

measurement systems in place before pursuing accreditation, organizations will find it nearly impossible to
have an accurate basis of comparison to determine the true ROI in accreditation.

Improvement must be sustained over time
Although SRG saw improvements by preparing for accreditation, the key for it and other organizations to
sustain improvement over time is to continually apply the standards, even when an accreditation survey is not
about to occur. From Ms. Johnson's perspective, the real value of accreditation is that SRG "continues to use the
standards in all areas of our organization. We are always looking for ways to improve, so we have integrated
the standards into the way we work in our organization. Even if we are not evaluating ourselves in preparation
for an accreditation survey, we are still referring to the standards and using them daily. By doing so, in
combination with measuring our performance, we will continue to see a return on our investment in
accreditation."
An added benefit, Ms. Johnson noted, is that the accreditation process gave employees a "better understanding
of how all the metrics tie together. We are pleased with the overall results of accreditation for our entire
portfolio. Since accreditation was new to our organization, a pleasant surprise was the overwhelming pride that
everyone exhibited before, during, and after the surveys. We are proud because all of our campuses have been
accredited."
CARF and CARF-CCAC will continue to measure the ROI of accreditation with aging services providers in the
accreditation process in this and coming years. For more information about the ROI study, please contact
CARF-CCAC toll free at 866-888-1122.
Susanne Matthiesen, M.B.A., and Kayda Johnson collaborated in preparing this article. Ms. Matthiesen is a
Business Development Executive of CARF-CCAC in Washington, D.C., and Ms. Johnson is the Chief
Operating Officer of Senior Resource Group, based in San Diego. Ms. Johnson joined the CARF Board of
Trustees in 2000 as a representative of the Assisted Living Federation of America.

Reproduced from CARF Connection newsletter, May-June 2005

A condensed version of this article previously appeared in FutureAge magazine,
a publication of the American Association of Homes and Services for the Aging (AAHSA).

ROI for SRG
Here are highlights of the positive impacts that the Senior Resource Group (SRG) tracked as a result of
accreditation:
Personnel
•
•

Employee turnover decreased 7 percent.
Workers' compensation claims decreased by 7 percent as a percentage of the employee base.

Marketing to potential residents
•
•

1,450 more leads were received.
1,118 more tours were requested.

Satisfaction
•

Employee and resident satisfaction scores were maintained at a level greater than 4.0 (out of a possible
maximum of 5.0), despite opening 3 large communities with more than 500 new residents and
approximately the same number of new hires.

Resident health and safety
•
•
•
•
•

Resident falls decreased by 2 percent.
Psychotropic drug administration was halved for residents.
Medication administration errors decreased by approximately 34 percent.
Elopements decreased by approximately 15 percent, even with the opening of two new communities.
State health survey deficiencies decreased by 40 percent.

Facility and operational audits
•

Individual sites' performance on internal, unannounced facility audits to review the physical plant
exceeded the SRG target by approximately 3 percent after accreditation.

Financial performance
•
•

Cost of vehicular maintenance decreased by $831 per campus, despite the addition of 10 vehicles.
Cost of facility supplies decreased on average by approximately $2,700 per campus.

Information systems
•

After implementing CARF-CCAC's performance measurement and information management standards,
SRG's database for tracking and trending was strengthened in its reliability and validity and was further
enhanced so that management feels more confident in basing decisions on this information.
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EUROPEAN PROVIDERS EXPLAIN:
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Why CARF is our accreditor
of choice
When the International Brain Injury Association convened the Seventh
World Congress on Brain Injury in 2008, conference participants were
aware of sobering statistics in their profession:
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• Of all types of injury, those to the brain are among the most likely to result in
death or permanent disability, according to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
• Brain injury can cause many kinds of physical, cognitive, and behavioral or
emotional impairments, which may be temporary or permanent. Impairments
may range from subtle to severe.
• In the European Union alone, brain injuries account for one million hospital
admissions per year.
The conference, in Lisbon, Portugal, assembled leading authorities on brain injury
treatment, including six CARF-accredited European service providers. Their unique
stories of how accreditation engaged their organizations’ persons served and staff
members follow.

LUND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL RESPONDS TO QUALITY
CONCERNS
The Department of Rehabilitation at Lund University Hospital in Lund, Sweden, has
the distinction of being the first program outside of North America to earn CARF
accreditation. The department has earned three-year accreditation, the highest
level, in all of its surveys since 1996 for its adult outpatient interdisciplinary pain,
comprehensive inpatient, spinal cord system of care, and in- and outpatient brain
injury programs.
“When we first chose to pursue CARF accreditation, we liked the quality framework
the CARF standards brought to the rehabilitation field,” says Jan Lexell, M.D., Ph.D.,
medical director and professor at Lund University.
“We still regard CARF accreditation as the gold standard in care,” Lexell continues.
“The standards have helped us manage optimal use of our resources and achieve
more structured interdisciplinary teamwork. The results have been continuous
performance improvement and the best possible care for our patients.”
Should other rehabilitation organizations consider CARF accreditation? Lexell
responds with a resounding “Yes!”
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Lexell adds, “Today everyone needs to be concerned about quality.” When considering alternative paths to
quality improvement, Lexell is to the point: “CARF has all you need; why reinvent the wheel?”

SUNNAAS SYKEHUS HF DISCOVERS INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS FOSTER LOCAL
SOLUTIONS
Psychologist Sveinung Tornås commends CARF accreditation because it allows room for local solutions,
making the process useful day to day. Tornås heads the Brain Injury Department at Sunnaas sykehus HF,
Norway’s largest rehabilitation hospital, located in three Norwegian cities, Nesodden, Askim, and Drøbak.
The hospital’s inpatient brain injury program and spinal cord system of care serving adults, children, and
adolescents have earned three-year CARF accreditation.
Citing two examples of how the CARF standards encourage local solutions, Tornås says, “A CARF standard
pinpoints the importance of facilitating coping skills, community integration, and services for the families.
Yet the standard does not describe precisely how we should achieve this. This gives room for the necessary
local solutions that can be different from country to country, from clinic to clinic, and from patient to patient.

“We are proud to be part of an
international network through
CARF accreditation.”

“At Sunnaas, we facilitate social coping skills and community integration
by training patients in real-life situations. We might discuss their
experiences afterwards or we might follow them into their community to
help them practice. We also regularly meet and counsel patients’ families,
and we offer seminars and social support groups.

“Similarly, the standard for initial and ongoing assessments of each
person served does not describe in detail which tests should be
administered, who should do the testing, for how long, and so on. It highlights the necessary areas we
must cover, but we choose the most appropriate tests and ensure the testing is administered by a relevant
professional.”
Tornås applauds how the CARF standards affect daily work, which, in turn, causes staff members to view
the hospital’s services more positively. “The process has influenced almost every aspect of the Brain Injury
Department at Sunnaas,” he says.
CARF accreditation has guided or encouraged Sunnaas sykehus HF to:
• Address the needs of the persons served in a person-centered manner.
• Provide clear information about the services available.
• Systematically improve education for the persons served and their families and support systems.
• Develop easy-to-find written safety procedures to correct mishaps.
• Conduct yearly reviews of knowledge and competencies for all employees, including individual plans
for their development.
• Rapidly implement new electronically based quality systems to monitor areas that need improvement.
“We did a lot of good rehab for many years, and hopefully we would have improved without CARF. With CARF,
however, we now have a continuous focus on quality improvement,” Tornås adds. “We are proud to be part of
an international network through CARF accreditation.”
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FIFE REHABILITATION SERVICE INCREASES PATIENT AND STAFF SATISFACTION
From its pleasant setting in Windygates in the heart of the historic Kingdom of Fife in Scotland, Fife Rehabilitation
Service provides services to persons who have a brain injury, have suffered a stroke, or have multiple sclerosis.
In addition to its accredited inpatient rehabilitation program, Fife has earned three-year CARF accreditation for
its outpatient and home- and community-based brain injury programs serving adults and adolescents and its
brain injury vocational program serving adults.
Dr. R. Lance Sloan, M.B., Ch.B., FRCP (Edinburgh and London), consultant in rehabilitation medicine, explains,
“A desire to improve our services and our team building prompted Fife’s search for an accreditor. We chose
CARF at first because there is not an equivalent standards-setting organization in the United Kingdom.”
He continues, “Choosing CARF led to lots of hard work. Accreditation efforts need to be coordinated and
supported with appropriate resources.
“Yet the results are well worth the hard work,” Sloan adds. “We gained higher levels of satisfaction with
our services, both among the persons served and staff members. We improved our communications—from
pre-admission and orientation to service planning and discharge—with our patients.
“Along the way, we discovered that CARF’s standards framework can be applied in other areas of our
organization.”

VEJLEFJORD NEUROCENTRE APPRECIATES RESPECT FOR WESTERN AND
NON-WESTERN VALUES
In the Danish city of Vejle, a pastoral setting of meadows and the sea contributes to the rehabilitation programs
of Vejlefjord Neurocentre, which treats brain injury patients in outpatient and inpatient programs ranging from
three months to three years.
CARF awarded Vejlefjord Neurocentre a three-year accreditation for its outpatient, vocational, and residential
brain injury programs serving adults. The organization is currently preparing for CARF accreditation of its
program serving children and youths.
“We wanted CARF to guide us to be the best in Denmark,”
explains psychologist Martin Bredstrup, who coordinates
accreditation activities at Vejlefjord Neurocentre. “The CARF
standards were especially appealing to an organization like ours
because of the specific sets of standards for acquired brain injury.

“We wanted CARF to guide us to be
the best in Denmark”

“By choosing CARF, we benefitted from an international perspective on the best standards for rehabilitation.
Although CARF standards reflect Western values, such as the dignity and uniqueness of each person, the
standards also respect the values of non-Western cultures,” Bredstrup adds.
What advice would Bredstrup offer to providers that are considering pursuing accreditation? “Before beginning
the CARF accreditation process, you should know that quality takes time. Interestingly enough, one of its rewards
of this ongoing accreditation process is greater time efficiency. Now, Vejlefjord staff members spend a minimal
time on administration, which allows them to focus more on patient treatment.”

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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LÄNSSJUKHUSET RYHOV APPLIES SIX PRINCIPLES TO DAILY WORK
AND IMPROVEMENT
Micael Edblom, chief executive officer with Länssjukhuset Ryhov (The Department of Rehabilitation
Medicine at Ryhov County Hospital) in Jönköping, Sweden, comments, “Rehabilitation is sometimes difficult
to explain to others.”
To help define rehabilitation, Länssjukhuset Ryhov uses a six-principle model called the 6P. “The 6P focuses
on areas that are important in our daily work and vital to continuous quality improvement,” Edblom says.
“We find the CARF standards help us focus on each of the principles of the 6P and explain why we do the
things we do.”
The 6P model of medical rehabilitation covers:
• Purpose — Our rehabilitation clinic is expected to meet what needs?
• Persons served — What services do the persons served need and want? How do we communicate
to them we want them on our team and their input to improve our services?
• People — How do we engage staff members and ensure that they have the knowledge and
competencies they need?
• Processes — Who are we working with and in what ways? How do we know our work makes
a difference?
• Patterns — What kinds of measurements do we have and how do we use them to improve?
• Passion — What compels us to go to work and give each person served and each colleague our
best?
In addition to its CARF-accredited inpatient and outpatient brain injury programs serving adults,
Länssjukhuset Ryhov has also earned CARF three-year accreditation for its outpatient interdisciplinary pain,
spinal cord system of care, and hospital inpatient rehabilitation programs.
Edblom says, “Ryhov’s motto is ‘always our best for you.’ That applies to persons served, their loved ones,
our stakeholders, other staff members, and anyone else coming through our doors to visit, study, or work.”

THE PETER BRADLEY FOUNDATION FINDS EXTERNAL ACCREDITATION
VALIDATES INTERNAL PROCESSES
The Peter Bradley Foundation, based in Dun Laoghaire, Ireland, provides community-based rehabilitation
to four regions of the Republic of Ireland. The organization’s residential and home- and community-based
brain injury programs for adults have achieved three-year accreditation from CARF.
“By exposing ourselves to an external, independent accreditation process, we are able to validate that we
actually do what we say we do,” says Barbara O’Connell, M.B.A., chief executive officer of The Peter Bradley
Foundation. “In addition to guidance from the CARF standards, we benefitted from the CARF staff members
and surveyors’ help. Their consultation was open, relevant, and timely.
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“Overall, we liked that CARF itself is client focused, not-for-profit, and held in high esteem internationally.
We also appreciated that CARF had developed standards that matched our specific brain injury programs.
“CARF accreditation brings assurances to all of our stakeholders. The persons served and their families are
assured of receiving a service based on established best international practice. They have a clear understanding
of what they can expect and that the services will be consistent. They also know they will participate in their
individual service planning because our services are focused on their individual needs and personal goals.
“Funders are assured of receiving value for their funding and the quality of our services.”
O’Connell concludes, “CARF accreditation keeps us striving for a better way and to be our best!”

CARF ACCREDITATION CAN IMPROVE ORGANIZATIONAL QUALITY THROUGH
FOCUSING ON PERSONS SERVED
Clinical service delivery and the day-to-day business of providing brain injury services each need to be
addressed within a framework of quality improvement—and both need to be focused on the persons served.
Person-centered outcomes have driven the CARF accreditation process and standards development since the
accreditor’s founding in 1966. At present, more than 6 million persons are served annually at more than 5,000
CARF-accredited organizations. Internationally, growing numbers of organizations are embracing CARF
accreditation.
The testimonials of European brain injury treatment providers in this article are a sampling of the benefits
you, your staff members, and persons served can expect with CARF International accreditation.

Aviva takes next step in accreditation
When Aviva Canada Inc. introduced its Premiere Healthcare network, the insurer’s goal was to provide its
customers timely, appropriate care for rehabilitating injuries such as sprains, muscle strains, and whiplash.
The network of service providers was designed to promote the claimants’ recovery so they could return to
regular activities soon after an automobile collision.
Aviva Canada screened its more than 250 Premiere Healthcare service providers and required them to earn
CARF accreditation. CARF has been accrediting Canadian rehabilitation and other health and human service
programs for four decades. CARF Canada was incorporated in 2002 with offices in Edmonton, Alberta, and
Ottawa, Ontario.
Given the high value Aviva Canada placed on accreditation for its contracted service providers, it was natural
for the insurer to pursue the next step: to seek accreditation for itself.
During more than two years of consulting with CARF representatives and building employees’ understanding of
accreditation, Aviva Canada prepared for an on-site accreditation survey. Over four days in 2007, a five-member
CARF survey team interviewed staff, contracted providers, brokers, and customers; reviewed documents; and
offered consultation for improvement.
The survey resulted in a three-year accreditation award, the highest level available, for accident benefit case
management and claims processing for Aviva Canada. Aviva Canada’s head office in Scarborough, Ontario,
was also accredited for network administration.
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How to survive (and maybe love) a financial audit
Nikki Cody, M.P.A.
Okay, you may never actually fall in

IMPORTANT FINANCIAL AUDIT TERMS:

love with a financial audit. Yet, if you
understand and plan for the auditors’

CPA (certified public accountant) – In Canada, the equivalent
is a chartered accountant.

expectations, you can relax and

Field work – The auditors’ time spent on site.

benefit from the auditors’ annual

GAAS (generally accepted auditing standards) – The
guidelines and rules auditors follow, which are created and
maintained by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants. (These standards should not be confused with
the CARF standards.)

visit.

Yes, benefit. An audit points to ways for
improving your organization’s financial
health and business practices.
The key to surviving an audit lies in careful
preparation, both before and during the
audit. Preparation need not be daunting if
you understand what auditors will seek in
their field work.

Internal controls – The procedures an organization uses to
administer and track financial transactions.
Test – The procedures auditors apply to sample an internal
control.

ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE INTERNAL CONTROLS
Generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS) require auditors to completely understand and test your
organization’s internal controls. Auditors will ask for your written policies and procedures for cash
receipts, cash disbursements, payroll, and any other internal controls they believe are important in your
organization. Establishing written procedures well before the audit will help you identify and organize
these controls.
Auditors will test whether the internal controls are actually followed. For example, an organization might
write thousands of checks each year. The auditors will randomly select a smaller number of checks to test
that the proper procedures have been followed. Did someone sign the check other than the person who
generated the check? Was the invoice approved? Was the check posted to the correct expense account?
To avoid surprises during the audit, your organization’s financial department should continually test its
own procedures throughout the year to verify they are being followed appropriately.
Deficiencies found in internal controls might be cited by the auditors as a significant deficiency or
material weakness. Although material weaknesses are more severe than significant deficiencies, either
can adversely affect your financial audit report.

MAINTAIN TIMELY, ACCURATE, COMPLETE, AND ACCESSIBLE RECORDS
Are procedures for gathering timely and accurate financial data adequate and followed throughout the year?
The auditors will determine, for example, if bank statements are reconciled immediately when they are
received and if revenue and expenses are recorded in the correct time period.
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Procedures should be established to ensure that all transactions have been recorded every month and
accounts have been properly reconciled. Appropriately called “month-ends,” these procedures record and
close the transactions for that month. After a month’s transactions have been closed, new transactions may
not be added to that month.
Routinely doing month-ends will not only place you in a better position to survive the annual audit, but it
will also make the year-end seem like just another month’s closing.
Auditors will ask for reconciliations of each balance sheet account. You must be able to provide
documentation to verify each asset and liability on the balance sheet. With the reconciliations, you should
provide documentation or analysis of changes to the account during the year. For example, these could be
invoices for prepaid assets, acquisition of fixed assets, or invoices from
vendors for accounts payable.
The profit and loss accounts are a high priority for the auditors. On the
income side, they will review revenue by examining any grants or
contributions received, estimated donated services or materials, contracts
(including those for specific funding sources or streams), and invoices for
materials or services performed. Examples might be billing for services
directly to clients or through third-party payers.

Having documentation
available will help reduce
the field work time and
lower the cost.

On the expense side, auditors will review payroll, depreciation, repairs and maintenance, utilities, and any
other significant expenses during the year. They will also request an analysis or explanation for revenue or
expense items that have changed significantly from the previous year.
Having documentation available when the auditors arrive will help reduce the field work time and, in turn,
lower the cost of the external audit.

MAINTAIN COMPETENT PERSONNEL
Providing ongoing training and professional continuing education for your staff members with fiscal
responsibilities will help your organization maintain accurate and thorough financial information.
Organizations that have a certified public accountant (CPA) as their
chief financial officer generally experience more successful audits.
Especially if they have had prior audit experience themselves, CPAs
are likely to have the experience and knowledge to understand the
GAAS and to research updates.

Being available to respond to
questions will make the auditors’
field work briefer and smoother.

COMMUNICATE WITH AND BE AVAILABLE FOR THE
AUDITORS
Communication with the auditors before, during, and after an audit is vital. Provide the auditors with
complete information on how your organization operates and make them aware of any significant changes
from the previous year.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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GAAS require auditors to ask you many questions about your organization that could
affect its financial health. For example, they will ask if any lawsuits are pending or if
new contracts are going to be signed. Are there compliance issues with contracts,
especially government ones? Has any staff member committed fraud?
Being available to respond to questions and provide documentation will make the
auditors’ field work a briefer and smoother experience for everyone.
Having a positive attitude about the audit process is the best way to survive and
benefit from an audit. Auditors are hired to report the truth. In addition, they are
one of your most reliable resources to ensure that sound financial practices are
being followed.
Before joining CARF in 2007 as senior accountant, Nikki Cody was senior
auditor for the Regier Carr & Monroe CPA firm.

WHAT THE CARF STANDARDS SAY:
“There is evidence of an annual review or audit of the financial statements of the
organization conducted by an independent certified public accountant, chartered
accountant, or similar accountant.”
—ASPIRE to Excellence® Standard F.9.,
under Financial Planning and Management
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Add value to your
CARF accreditation
Your organization can face many challenges in achieving quality services
while maintaining a healthy bottom line and ensuring long-term survival.

Add value to your
CARF accreditation

CARF standards can help your organization focus on performance

Lower insurance costs
can help preserve
quality services ..........1

offers your organization many other value-added benefits that might not

improvement and customer satisfaction. In addition, CARF accreditation
be available from other accreditors.

Lower insurance costs can help preserve
quality services

Free online learning
provides development
opportunities for staff
and persons served....2
More value added to
your CARF accreditation
..................................4

Already struggling with rising operational costs, many providers are pressed into
making tough decisions if their funding is also pared down. With reduced revenue
and rising costs, could your organization continue to deliver quality services focused
on individual outcomes and satisfaction? Would
your organization be forced to curtail services or
More and more,
its workforce—or both?
Many providers face these dilemmas every day. Of
course, even the most robust organizations must
continually monitor and better manage their
resources to remain efficient and competitive. Yet
some cost-cutting steps might be avoided, thanks
in part to insurance premium savings offered
through CARF accreditation.
More and more, insurance companies recognize
conformance to CARF standards as an effective
tool for reducing and managing risk—and
insurers express their confidence in accreditation
through insurance premium credits or discounts
for qualified CARF- and CARF–CCAC-accredited
providers. Lower insurance premiums are a
tangible, value-added benefit of accreditation.
When cost reductions can be shifted to areas
other than service delivery, persons served are
the real beneficiaries.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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insurance companies

recognize conformance
to CARF standards
as an effective tool
for reducing and
managing risk—
and insurers express
their confidence in
accreditation through
insurance premium
credits or discounts
for qualified CARFand CARF–CCACaccredited providers.

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

Insurance premium discounts or credits
are available to qualified CARF- and
CARF–CCAC-accredited:

CARF has secured insurance recognition across all its
accreditation lines. The benefit is available to large
and small, nonprofit and for-profit providers alike.

Aging Services providers in the United States
and Canada —
• General, professional, and directors’
and officers’ liability insurance
• Offered by Aon Corporation
• Contact Maria Moreno, Senior Vice
President, Aon Association Services, a
Division of Affinity Insurance Services,
Inc.; 800.865.7307, ext. 553;
Maria_Moreno@aon.com

Learn more about this value-added benefit of CARF
accreditation at www.carf.org/providers.aspx and
choose the “Insurance Discounts” link or contact
one of the insurers in the accompanying article.

Behavioral Health, Medical Rehabilitation,
and Opioid Treatment Program providers in
the United States and Canada —
• General and professional liability
insurance
• Offered by AIG Healthcare, a division
of the property and casualty subsidiaries
of American International Group, Inc.,
through Brown & Brown, Inc.
insurance intermediary
• Contact Brian Lindahl, Senior Vice
President, Brown & Brown, Inc.;
800.877.2769, ext. 5781;
blindahl@bbdaytona.com
Child and Youth Services and
Employment and Community Services
providers in the United States —
• Professional, general liability, property,
automobile, directors’ and officers’, and
excess coverage insurance
• Offered by Philadelphia Insurance
Companies
• Contact Haley Talley, Marketing
Coordinator, Philadelphia Insurance;
800.759.4961, ext. 7768;
htalley@phlyins.com
2

Free online learning
provides development
opportunities for staff
and persons served
Digital divide describes the socioeconomic gap
between those who have access to today’s technologies
and those who do not. As society becomes increasingly
dependent on digital technologies, bridging the digital
divide is key to increasing the knowledge and
productivity of staff members and building the skill
levels of persons served.
Yet bridging the digital divide can be costly. Now,
because of the EditU consortium between public and
private partners, staff members and persons served
can access free, state-of-the-art online training.
(The consortium includes SkillSoft; the Association
of Rehabilitation Programs in Computer Technology
[ARPCT]; IBM; the National Science Foundation;
the Educational Leadership, Research and Technology
Department at Western Michigan University; and CARF.)
EditU offers online training scholarships through
SkillSoft, a leading provider of corporate online
learning, to two groups:
• Persons with disabilities and
• Rehabilitation professionals who provide
training and job development rehabilitation
services for persons with disabilities.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2)

Your organization is eligible for
this scholarship offer if it:
• Has programs accredited
by CARF or CARF–CCAC,
• Becomes a member of
ARPCT, and
• Agrees not to charge staff
members or persons
served an additional fee to
use the scholarships.
Each scholarship recipient receives
twelve-month, unlimited access to
SkillSoft’s extensive online
courseware library, including
mentor support, assessment tests,
customized instructional content,
online progress reporting, access
to live and archived presentations
by leading experts, chat areas, and
evaluations.
Learn more about this value-added
benefit to CARF accreditation at
www.carf.org/providers.aspx
and choose the “SkillSoft online
training” link.
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)

EditU at Western Michigan University administers scholarships for
SkillSoft courses in the following disciplines:
Business Skills – Training to help learners develop critical interpersonal
and professional skills required in today’s workplace. Learning paths offer
practical techniques and examples to help learners enhance their workplace
performance and contributions.
IT End-User Skills – Designed in partnership with the world’s leading software
application vendors, learning paths provide training and support for end users.
IT Professional Skills – Learning paths support the enterprise, including
Internet and networking systems, operating systems and customer service,
software development, and Web design and maintenance.
Business Skills – Career-minded learning paths ground learners in
business and financial theory and allow them to practice their knowledge
in realistic role-playing and business-modeling scenarios.
Leadership – Leadership-minded learning paths ground learners in
personal and professional skills needed to advance as leaders in their field.
Project Management – A complete certification set of learning paths in
project management.
Management – A complete knowledge set of management learning paths
needed to develop and maintain managerial skills.
Certification and College Credit – SkillSoft provides certification
programs for IT professionals, including MOUS, A network, and MCSE.
SkillSoft reports that nearly 85 percent of learners who pass SkillSoft
assessment tests on learning paths directly mapped to examinations pass
actual certification tests. Several colleges and universities and the American
Council on Education offer college credit for an added tuition cost.

CARF accreditation affords many benefits to your organization, including:
• Assurance for individuals seeking services that your organization meets internationally accepted standards.
• Person-focused standards that emphasize an integrated and individualized approach to services and outcomes.
• Accountability and a tool for marketing to consumers, funding sources, referral sources, and the community.
• Continuous quality improvement through the application of CARF standards.
• Management techniques that are responsible, efficient, cost effective, and based on service outcomes and
consumer satisfaction.
• Evidence to assure federal, state, provincial, and local governments of the quality of programs and services
that receive government funding. Recognition of accreditation by regulatory agencies might be in lieu of
certain reporting requirements.
• Learning exchange with peers in the human service field through the on-site survey and networking at
educational events.
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More value added to your
CARF accreditation
Accreditation of your organization’s programs also entitles you to:

• A 30 percent discount on an annual subscription to the uSPEQ® consumer
reporting system. CARF developed uSPEQ to anonymously and confidentially
gather consumer feedback on organizations’ services and help improve
organizational quality. This ready-to-use, cost-effective solution provides
independent reporting from a credible third-party vendor and frees
organizations from the burden of data service development, maintenance,
and support. Learn more about uSPEQ at www.uspeq.org. The
accreditation discount benefit is highlighted in the “Subscription Rates”
link under the “About uSPEQ” tab.
• Unlimited free consultation with one of CARF’s knowledgeable resource
specialists. A resource specialist’s advice is invaluable in guiding your
organization’s preparation for a CARF survey and irreplaceable in helping
your organization maintain conformance to CARF standards throughout
the accreditation term.
• CARF publications, newsletters, seminars, and other educational
opportunities that provide additional support to your organization at little
or no cost.
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